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Many studies on pragmatic inferences report individual variation in whether pragmatic inferences 
are drawn [1, 2]. In the literature, one can find a range of hypotheses that try to explain this varia-
tion through an interplay of different factors, depending on the type of pragmatic phenomenon. 
Among studies on scalar implicatures, individual variation among healthy adults is typically attri-
buted to the participants’ cognitive resources [2, 3] or participants’ personality traits [4]. Consid-
ering figurative speech, namely metaphors, one can report importance of executive function [6, 
in schizophrenia], language ability in general and semantic skills specifically, as well as first-order 
theory of mind [7, in ASD].

The core idea of our experimental study is to test whether a limitation in cognitive resources 
leads to a lower rate of pragmatic inferences triggered by informationally redundant (IR) utterances. 
In order to modulate cognitive capacity of participants, we introduce a dual task design, and adopt 
the stimuli set from [5]. In the high load condition, participants perform a mouse tracking task while 
listening to a story. In the low load condition, they perform only listening. Stories establish a parti-
cular topic, thus making some topic-related activities a priory highly predictable. For example, given 
“going to the swimming pool” scenario, the “bringing a swimsuit” activity is anticipated from world 
knowledge and is hence informationally redundant. We manipulate the presence or absence of the 
IR utterance which describes topic-related activity (“Lisa brought her swimsuit!”). A pragmatic atypi-
cality inference would involve participants inferring that Lisa often forgets her swimsuit and that 
it is worthwhile mentioning that she brought it. The presence of the inference is assessed by ask- 
ing participants to rate how strongly they would assume that Lisa usually performs the IR activity.

Data analysis of ninety-eight German-native speakers showed a main effect of activity ha-
bituality (β=-21.97, t=-6.14, p<.001). Habituality estimates are significantly lower in the with-IR 
condition, showing that participants did draw the inference based on the IR utterance. This finding 
replicates results of a single task English study by [5]. Contrary to expectations, the inference is 
however stronger under high load than low load (β=-8.07, t=-2.08, p<0.05).

Thus, the first pilot experiment has not shown the expected effect that pragmatic inferences 
get weaker when there is more load on cognitive resources, which might imply that dual tasking 
capacity in terms of cognitive control might not be a major factor in determining whether people 
draw pragmatic inferences or not.
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